


Vanestro is a new camper van 
company that combines experience 
with passion. It was created from the 
love of travel with knowledge of the 
camper-van world and the materials.



Vanestro values high quality. The 
interior is made with attention to 
detail and the furniture comes from 
an esteemed German company. The 
unique original roof ensures a 
panoramic view.



Thanks to the alternative layouts, 
both Pacific and Atlantic can be used 
as everyday vehicles, delivery vans or 
comfy and outstanding motorhomes 
for all your short and long adventures.



Vanestro is a family brand created to 
make dreams come true.



Vanestro Pacific
Vanestro Pacific is a great vehicle for everyday use and long trips. It 
has both permanent and removable elements, which allow many 
different configurations. The fridge and shelves are fixed. The kitchen 
unit with the table can be removed, put outside the car and used 
there. Both the back couch and middle row can be removed, leaving 
considerable space.



With every Vanestro camper van, the customer receives original Ford 
seats. Vanestro Pacific can seat up to 7 people. The middle row – 
combined of 3 seats – can be easily and freely modified.



Vanestro Pacific can have two beds. 
One in the top – the roof bed. The 
second bed is made from the couch. 
It has a special extension, providing 
extra space and closing the gap 
between bed and the vehicle wall.



Vanestro Pacific equipment
 Fridg
 Two-burner stov
 Sin
 2-person couc
 5 seat
 2 beds (2030 x 1130 ; 1877 x 1100
 Pop-top roo
 Many shelve
 USB C and USB ports



Vanestro Pacific



Vanestro Pacific



Vanestro Atlantic
Vanestro Atlantic is a splendid everyday van that combines quality 
with convenience.



Vanestro Atlantic can seat up to 8 people. There are two beds – one 
made from the box and one underneath the roof. The user can opt for 
more of a van look, by removing all the seats. This model has a 
removable kitchen box in the back. It contains stove, cool box, tap and 
shelves. Next to the kitchen box. To install the box, you simply need to 
remove the last row of seats. In addition, there is a table that fits in 
front of the middle row.




Vanestro Atlantic carries the perfect 
balance between stylish, everyday, 
high-quality van and comfortable, 
easy to assemble camper van.



Vanestro Atlantic equipment
 Kitchen bo
 Stov
 Coolbo
 Tap with water containe
 Shelve
 8 seat
 Turntabl
 2 beds (2030 x 1130 ; 2200 x 1250
 Pop-top roo
 USB and USB C ports 



Vanestro Atlantic



Vanestro Atlantic



Pop-top roof
Vanestro gives you a permanent pop-top roof with a real panoramic 
view, so you can always enjoy the fresh air and big open spaces and 
see the whole world. The pop-top roof comes with the most 
comfortable bed and double USB ports next to both beds.




Vehicle options
Vanestro offers a variety of car and furniture colours. It is all 
up to you.



Vanestro Odyssey
Vanestro Odyssey is a line created for people who dare to dream. 
It is perfect for extended vacations. The Odyssey line introduces 
two models, S and D. They differ from one other in beds and fully 
protected seats with 3-point seat belts number. Both options are 
based on larger vehicles – Volkswagen Crafter and Ford Transit 
Van. Additionally, they come in two lengths, either 6000 mm or 
6800 mm.



In the Vanestro Odyssey models, there are both a gas-free kitchen 
and a bathroom. The kitchen is equipped with two induction 
hobs, a sink and a refrigerator. The bathroom has a toilet, sink and 
shower. All models have high-quality furniture, multiple outlets, a 
pop-top roof with a panoramic view and a comfortable bed. The 
upper bed comes with a ladder.



Vanestro Odyssey S is the perfect vehicle for longer and shorter trips for 
two people. It comes in two lengths: either 6000 mm or 6800 mm 
(Vanestro Odyssey 600 S and Vanestro Odyssey 680 S). It has one upper 
bed and two seats with 3-point seat belts. The Odyssey S model has a 
comfortable sofa, regulated table, gas-free kitchen with two induction 
hobs, sink, cabinets and fridge with a freezer. The bathroom is equipped 
with a shower, toilet, sink and mirror.

Vanestro Odyssey S



Equipment
 Pop-top roo
 2 seats with 3-point seat belt
 Fridge with a freezer (Dometic 

RC 10.4T 90L 12V
 Two induction hob
 Bed (2040 x 1220
 Two sink
 Toile
 Showe
 Shelves and cabinet
 Couc
 Regulated tabl
 4x 230V outlet
 3x USB C port
 7x USB port
 Central steering pane
 *Arvikon, Smart Caravaning 

OEM Central steering pane
 *Solar pane
 *Wi-fi router





Vanestro Odyssey 600 S



Vanestro Odyssey D
Vanestro Odyssey D is an ideal vehicle for more than two people for both 
short and long trips. It comes in two lengths: either 6000 mm or 6800 mm 
(Vanestro Odyssey 600 D and Vanestro Odyssey 680 D). It has one upper 
bed and one lower bed made from the couch. There are four seats with 3-
point seat belts. The Odyssey D model is equipped with a sofa, regulated 
table, gas-free kitchen with two induction hobs, sink, cabinets and fridge 
with a freezer. The bathroom with a shower, toilet, sink and mirror is in the 
back of the car.



Equipment
 Pop-top roo
 4 seats with 3-point seat belt
 Fridge with a freezer (Dometic RC 

10.4T 90L 12V
 Two induction hob
 Two Bed (2040 x 1220 ; 1877 x 970
 Two sink
 Toile
 Showe
 Shelves and cabinet
 Couc
 Regulated tabl
 4x 230V outlet
 3x USB C port
 7x USB port
 Central steering pane
 *Arvikon, Smart Caravaning OEM 

Central steering pane
 *Solar pane
 *Wi-fi router



Vanestro Odyssey D
Vanestro Odyssey 600 D Vanestro Odyssey 680 D



Vehicle options
Vanestro offers a variety of car and furniture colours. It is all 
up to you.



Vehicle options
Vanestro offers a variety of car and furniture colours. It is all 
up to you.



vanestro.com

Discover Your Adventure


